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1 Introduction

The promising decision support technologies of the 90’s, business intelligence (BI), as one might

expect, become accepted and widespread. Today they play an important role not only in decision

support, but also in everyday operational activities of organizations. Meanwhile the IT world has

undergone unforeseen major changes: Emerging rich web content and services, mobile and social

networking applications have resulted in huge volumes of online data. New technologies, paradigms,

tools and user needs have arisen.

The goal of the thesis is to extend business intelligence applications and methods to meet the new

needs: it discusses selected topics of BI, intended to provide answers to some of these newly emerged

questions. The statements present new results dealing with three specific business intelligence topics

that extend the applicability and efficiency of existing BI solutions. Results are motivated by real

business requirements and needs that cannot, or can be hardly resolved with existing tools. Therefore

the formulations, methods and algorithms, while being accepted as scientific results, are also validated

in practice.

Our first BI subject is frequent itemset mining (FIM), a classic and central data mining task. Here

we devise methods that embed FIM into relational database systems generally known as a solid BI

platform. We study the relationship between FIM algorithms and classic relational databases, and

provide efficient tightly coupled SQL-based FIM algorithms.

Second, we address the fundamental question of business intelligence architectures related to the

integration of data mining into traditional databases. The goals of data mining, the extraction of

interesting knowledge from large databases, complements the goals of the data warehousing and on-

line analytical processing technologies. The chasm between the existing data mining and the database

world is rather wide. Most data mining solutions include fully database-independent applications for

the data mining tasks. As relational databases are widespread and common tools, coupling data mining

with relational databases can remarkably improve knowledge discovery capabilities.

The third topic of the thesis is entity resolution (ER), a special class of data quality problems where

previously known methods extremely underperform practical expectations. We present new, efficient

methods for entity resolution. We scale up the entity resolution process by tightly coupling algorithms

to databases, by indexing efficiently and also by distributing the algorithms.

The main goal of the research work behind the thesis is to contribute new results to the topic of

BI and database integration, to present new, scalable and practical algorithms collaborating efficiently

with databases. The methods correspond to the common research practice of the area. After studying

the related work, whenever possible, we consider the algorithmic complexity and potential negative,

lower bounds. Nevertheless, our new results are best judged by well-functioning applications in real-
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world scenarios, as a result of the nature of the problems covered. We laid stress not only on per-

forming good quality experiments, but on developing real world applications and prototype systems.

The results were presented to the research community on international conferences and workshops.

The “Publications” section contains an itemized list of these publications, which are referred by the

statements. Enumeration of external references can be found also in that section.

2 New Results

The thesis presents new results grouped into five main statements. One statement deals with frequent

itemset mining, one proposes a new architecture for business intelligence, and three discuss entity

resolution methods and algorithms.

Frequent Itemset Mining

Frequent itemset mining (FIM) is a classic and central data mining task. FIM is a base to solve several

further tasks, including association rule, frequent sequence or subgraph mining. The area has extensive

literature, with many algorithms and implementations (see [Han 06] or [Freq]).

The main task of FIM is to find frequent patterns in large databases of transactions (baskets) con-

taining items. An example for FIM is the widely known problem of market basket analysis. The goal

is to find sets of items with support (the count of transactions containing all the items in the set) above

a given minimum support threshold.

Our main interest is the relationship between FIM algorithms and relational databases. We study

effectiveness of algorithms tightly coupled to databases. Several algorithms are presented in the liter-

ature for relational databases based on candidate generation. Another large portion of the algorithms,

the pattern-growth methods are however under-represented (see [Han 00, Shan 04]).

Statement 1. Efficient SQL-based frequent itemset mining algorithm [FIM 1]

We developed and presented a pattern-growth FIM algorithm for relational database environ-

ments based on SQL operations. This algorithm efficiently utilizes the facilities provided by the

database server, and fits the relational data model and specialties of the environment.

The algorithms represent a major step forward relative to similar existing algorithms. Applicability

in real-world scenarios is demonstrated by a prototype system. The results were published with András

Lukács [FIM 1], whose main contributions were writing the introductory and related work sections.
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Business Intelligence Architectures

When implementing and serving business intelligence, we may select from several potential data stor-

age and processing architecture types. A common practice in relational data warehousing and also in

ad-hoc analytical applications is the use of relational databases. Emerging distributed NoSQL (non-

relational) technologies represent another useful option. When using these architectures, limitations

of the alternatives become clearly visible.

The thesis studies how relational databases can be extended to a data mining and business intel-

ligence platform. Efficient solutions already exist for solving data mining tasks, but these are mostly

independent of the database management system containing the data they work with. After identifying

the limitations of the relational technology and the needs of data mining tasks, an architecture can be

designed to efficiently combine the advantages of different storage architectures.

Statement 2. Two-phase Business Intelligence Architecture [Arch 1, Arch 2]

A new architecture type is developed and described that can integrate relational data warehouses

and colum-oriented storages in a cost-effective way, enabling long-term storage and data mining.

The results represent a joint work with András A. Benczúr, Károly Csalogány, András Lukács,

Balázs Rácz, Máté Uher and László Végh. My contribution in both papers [Arch 1, Arch 2] consist of

designing the general architecture scheme, drawing up and solving the integration problem of the two

components, finally implementing and operating the prototype web analytics data warehouse.

The practical applicability of the new architecture is demonstrated by a prototype system, where a

commercial database management system and a data mining framework of our own were integrated.

This prototype system is then used for web analytics, where the results were validated on weblog

data of the Hungarian [origo] web portal. Despite of large cost allocation, several similar traditional

data warehouse technology based web analytics projects failed at [origo]. The main reason was the

large amount of data that, at that time, reached a daily 7-9 million page wies and 35 GB raw log

files. We built a two-phase web analytics data warehouse that solved the same business problem in a

cost-effective way, and worked for years with minimal maintenance.

Entity Resolution

Entity Resolution (ER) is the process of identifying groups of records that refer to the same real-

world entity. The ER problem can be described and formulated under many different names including

duplicate detection, instance identification, heterogeneous join, merge/purge, reference reconciliation

or object matching (([Talb 10] gives a comprehensive and clear survey).
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It become clear during our work that several business intelligence, and also several operative ap-

plications need effective and scalable entity resolution algorithms. CRM, marketing, master data

management, or even web search engines and other web-based services would profit from identifying

duplicates. Without ER even simple questions can be hard to answer, as for example “How many

clients we actually have?” or “Is our client already accessed by direct marketing, targeted adver-

tisement?”. The main difficulty comes mainly from the size of the data sets. No algorithms were

published for large data volumes in practical applications: Previous algorithms of the literature were

usually designed as in-memory algorithms for small input data set.

The thesis surveys the previous work on ER and related problems. Needs of practical applica-

tions are identified, then efficient algorithms are described solving the ER problem in different IT

environments. New models are presented and used.

The ER statements [ER 1, ER 2, ER 3] follow in publication date order. These methods are ordered

by increasing efficiency too, but the results of the statements can be considered as independent results

of each other, especially since the most efficient distributed solutions incur increased hardware cost.

As by the algorithms for FIM, the capabilities of relational databases for ER is a legitimate ques-

tion: Can the facilities of relational database management systems used when solving ER problems?

These solutions can benefit from that they build on widely used systems already proved to be useful

for storing, processing and analyzing big data, and on systems that in most cases contain the input

dataset too.

Statement 3. Efficient ER algorithms based on relational databases [ER 1]

ER data models and algorithms were developed and presented for relational databases. These

algorithms scale well, are practical and more efficient then earlier similar algorithms.

The results were presented on an ADBIS conference as a single-author paper that subsequently ap-

peared in an LNCS volume for selected and revised papers of the conference [ER 1]. The applicability

is demonstrated by experiments and by a case study: AEGON Hungary, a large Hungarian insurance

company successfully applies the methods and algorithms for years in a client data warehouse appli-

cation. Here approximately 10 million client records are handled on a traditional, mid-range database

server. This was previously unrealizable using other tools. The ER solution is tightly integrated with

a client data warehouse solution, and used in everyday practice of the insurance company.

One of the main reasons to use relational databases is the efficient indexing capability. Previous

work also contained a few algorithms using index-like structures to find matching pairs. However,

careful examination of these index structures and the development of efficient index-based ER algo-

rithms were still missing.
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Statement 4. ER algorithms with efficient indexing [ER 2]

Efficient entity index-based algorithms are developed and presented for ER without memory

bounds and using external memory if necessary.

Results were presented on an ADBIS conference as a single-author work, and appeared in the

conference proceedings [ER 2]. Usefulness of building and maintaining entity indexes for search time

reduction is demonstrated by experiments and a case study. The algorithms were tested against a

similar insurance client dataset used for Statement 3.

We built efficient algorithms on relational databases and efficient indexing methods previously,

speeding up the entity resolution process. Another possible way of constructing scalable algorithms is

distribution, the base idea of the following statement. The divide and conquer method can be however

realized according to many different methodology. In the thesis we demonstrate that ER can be solved

using algorithms with three different, relatively new distributed computing paradigms.

Statement 5. Efficient distributed ER algorithms [ER 3]

ER can be solved by deploying distributed computing environments, namely

• distributed key-value stores,

• Map-Reduce,

• Bulk Synchronous Parallel processing (BSP).

To our best knowledge, the algorithm based on MapReduce scales the best by the time of writing.

These results were published as a joint work with András Garzó, András Molnár and András

A. Benczúr. My contributions were formulating the problem, raising the idea of the three different

parallelization methods, contributing to detailed algorithm design, implementing the key-value store

algorithms, generating the experimental dataset and coordinating the experiments.

Applicability and efficiency is demonstrated by experiments relying on the insurance client data

warehouse environment of Statement 3. We investigated communication complexity bounds and the

range of ER tasks that can be described by the given model.

We used slightly different environments to evaluate our ER algorithms, therefore precise compari-

son is not feasible. Nevertheless, Figure 1 provides an inaccurate, but useful overview of the new ER

algorithms described. Here scalability of all algorithms are shown on insurance client data (the two

sides differ only in the maximum of the horizontal axis).

• Java-F-Swoosh: an own Java implementation of the best previously known generic entity reso-

lution algorithm (F-Swoosh [Benj 09]),
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Figure 1: Scalability of our entity resolution algorithms.

• DB-GER: our best relational entity resolution algorithm, based on a commercial relational

database,

• index-ER-BDB: our best efficient indexing algorithm built on Java and Berkeley DB,

• MapReduce: our best distributed ER algorithm using 15 computer nodes and Hadoop imple-

mentation.

Previous results assume 10 or 100 thousand records as input. To give an example, in [Kirs 10] a

distributed algorithm is described with similarity-based matching, tested on 114 thousand records. Al-

gorithms of [Weis 08] were tested closest to our database size with 10 million records. In comparison,

our 600 million input records indicates a significant improvement in scalability.
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